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Beretta Cx4 Storm 9mm Semi Auto Rifle - 16.6" Barrel, 20+1 Rounds, Synthetic, Flat Dark Earth Stock
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JX4922105M




 



Condition:

Factory New




 



Bud's Item Number:

131407



 


UPC:
082442942704

 


MFG:
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The CX4 is a semiauto pistol-caliber carbine designed to give you the familiar controls of your favorite Beretta combat handgun. It is perfect for shooters who are already familiar with Beretta tactical pistols, or more in general for those who may not have extensive experience with a rifle or carbine. However, the cold-hammer forged barrel delivers the sort of accuracy that even the most experienced shooters will appreciate. Easy to use, ultra-reliable and low-recoil, it has been adopted by several police agencies across the US, while its versatility and accessorization options have made it a favorite of recreational shooters. This light and compact carbine was designed to be completely and easily adaptable to the needs of most shooters. The operating handle, safety and magazine release are reversible and give you the opportunity to train or shoot right- or left-handed, while case ejection can also be switched from right to left. The length of pull is adjustable (one spacer included), making the CX4 easily and intuitively come up to the shoulder of most shooters. The aperture and post sights are user-adjustable, meaning that you can train with (or switch) your favorite brand of ammo without taking the carbine to a gunsmith. 




  	Product Information

	Action	Semi-Auto
	Caliber	9mm
	Barrel Length	16.6
	Overall Length	29.7 "
	Capacity	20+1
	Stock Material	Synthetic
	Item Type	Modern Sporting Rifle
	Stock Color	Flat Dark Earth
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Retail Store Availability 



	In-Store Purchase Only
	Lexington, KY	 Not in store
	Greenville, KY	 Not in store
	Sevierville, TN	 Not in store








*Please Note!! Many of our pictures are stock photo\'s provided to us by the manufacturer and do not necessarily represent the actual item being purchased. Please verify this picture accurately reflects the product described by the title and description on this page before you place your order.
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By adding this item to your Product Notifications, you will be notified automatically via email when this item is back in stock.

Our Sales staff cannot forecast price or availability of Product Notification items. Calls or emails about this item will not receive a response.










Description








Beretta Cx4 Storm 9mm Semi Auto Rifle  	Model 
JX4922105M	
Condition 

Factory New 
	Bud's Item # 
131407	UPC 
082442942704
	
Manufacturer 


Beretta
 	
 



The CX4 is a semiauto pistol-caliber carbine designed to give you the familiar controls of your favorite Beretta combat handgun. It is perfect for shooters who are already familiar with Beretta tactical pistols, or more in general for those who may not have extensive experience with a rifle or carbine. However, the cold-hammer forged barrel delivers the sort of accuracy that even the most experienced shooters will appreciate. Easy to use, ultra-reliable and low-recoil, it has been adopted by several police agencies across the US, while its versatility and accessorization options have made it a favorite of recreational shooters. This light and compact carbine was designed to be completely and easily adaptable to the needs of most shooters. The operating handle, safety and magazine release are reversible and give you the opportunity to train or shoot right- or left-handed, while case ejection can also be switched from right to left. The length of pull is adjustable (one spacer included), making the CX4 easily and intuitively come up to the shoulder of most shooters. The aperture and post sights are user-adjustable, meaning that you can train with (or switch) your favorite brand of ammo without taking the carbine to a gunsmith.
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Write Review












Russell K

on
01/06/2024




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










One of the funnest gun I have ever bought! 











Aric B

on
04/21/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Love this rifle so much I had to buy a second one. Absolute tack driver, very ergonomic, and it’ll shoot anything I dump in it. I’m wrong handed so it’s rare to find something that’s completely ambidextrous. If your on the fence just buy it, you won’t regret it. 











Ron A

on
04/11/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Fun to shoot and very accurate. No complaints. As always, Bud’s stuff was great to deal with. 











Brian H

on
02/22/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This storm is too much fun shooting. It's amazingly accurate, like, you just can't miss with it. Added 3 butt pads to help on the legnth of pull . Really fun to shoot, and very affordable in 9mm. 











Vincent H

on
08/14/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










What a slick little carbine. Bought this for something different and was I pleasantly surprised. Quick to shoulder, nice sights, fast handling & accurate. Easy to field strip & re-assemble with most controls reversable. Added a barrel shroud & an EoTech holographic sight to it & the little carbine just rocks. Have run over 500 rnds thru it so far from a variety of Mfg.'s & weights without a hiccup. My Ruger PCC hasn't seen the light of day since I pick this up. The ergonomics of this rifle are second to none. Probably one of the most underrated PCC platforms on the market. 











Don C

on
07/18/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Weapon is pretty bad a--! Just right for the wife. Actually more accurate at longer distances that I expected, added a laser with light and a romeo 5. If you order the picatinny rail for the front, you will need to order one for the other side. Don't understand Beretta not giving you both in the package. Said it comes with one on their website but mine did not. 











William L

on
05/29/2022




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










This thing is the Pikachu of firearms - small, scrappy, loyal to a fault, weirdly proportioned, and full of electric energy… and its yellow. The last time I had this much fun with a PCC I was rocking an original 1970s German-built full-auto MP5… suppressed, and in Massachusetts! This thing rocks, IF you can get past the super awkward controls. So like a fat man with a leotard, lets take a deep breath and get into it… The pros… this rifle is a full on tack driver. I dialed in the horrible iron sights on three round and hit ten-ring at 25 yards like it was going out of style from then on. Seriously, I tried to miss and I couldnt! Being a Beretta, it ate everything without a single complaint, always locked open on an empty mag, and tossed brass in probably the most predictable arch I have ever seen - no joke, I could have set up a Solo cup and caught every case in the same spot. Its wicked fast to point and the cheek weld is super repeatable - put you nose to the rear sight and you will be dead-on instantly. Its not light, but it IS comfortable and well-balanced. Mag changes are mostly fast when you get used to the magwell insert, but the bolt release is enormous and takes off that second or two you may have lost. The cons… it gets hot. That may sound stupid but the barrel finds a way to transfer heat to ANY metal part it can find. That means the big top picatinny rail gets very toasty fast and an aggressive thumb-over-the-top grip will give you permanent scarring by the fifth mag. The factory sight are not great - a way-too-tall post with no tool to make elevation adjustments and two flip peeps in the rear that honestly dont seem any different. But the biggest and sweatiest problem is the trigger…. Its atrocious. Its plastic, lots of grit, weirdly bouncy, and the break is way too heavy. It feels like a rusty staple gun. And the grip is unacceptable! It makes this weird curve towards the fore-grip that makes your firing pinky feeling like its ay high tea with the Queen. What happens is it shifts your firing grip down the grip itself because it feels awkward to get a high grip on the gun. And the thumbhole stock does NOT help reloads - they left the mag release where youd expect it but the bottom stock spur messes with getting to it. As my final gripe, the mag well came with sharp edges. Sure, you can cut them down with your pocket knife but its Beretta and come on Italy, youre better than this. Its a hell of a shooter. Honestly, outside of the MP5 I cant think of a harder-rocking PCC that gave me better results (maaaaaybe the X95 in 9mm but that probably shouldnt count). It ran flawlessly, was fun to shoot, and even rang steel at 100 yards. It has its issues and they may be dealbreakers, but I would recommend this one for a fun-gun or if you had to pick a decent trainer for first-timers. Just remind them that not all guns are this Saturday-morning cartoon. 











Jerry S

on
03/09/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










What can I say? It's a Beretta! Like most Beretta firearms this one does what it is supposed to do and well. I bought a couple of extra spacers for the buttstock to make it fit me better. Then I put a red dot on it. This carbine is a perfect host for a red dot sight. Quick acquisition and very accurate. It almost makes practicing on a range with metal targets boring because it is so easy to hit the targets. This generation of the CX 4 is improved over the first model I had years ago. Trigger pull is much better. I am well pleased so far. 











Eric F

on
02/22/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The CX4 is a really light, quick, accurate and soft shooting 9mm PCC. The experience with Buds on the layaway program went through with no problems. 











Kevin S

on
11/12/2021




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Love the look and feel if this rifle. Once I got it sighted in with a red dot I had a blast at the range. I had 2 cartridges fail to eject but it wasn't the best ammo and the spring took a bit to get smooth. After about 200 rounds it was just fine. If you are looking for a 9mm rifle for fun times at the range look no further. Buds as usual was great start to finish . 
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 Questions & Answers 




Ask the Community












	








Q: Is this gun ambidextrous? I am a left handed shooter. Thanks!







	
Answered 
	
Asked 03/27/2022 02:39  by 
Bryan T







A: 


Bryan, yes Sir. The firearm has ambidextrous features, such as being able to switch the fire selector, charging handle, ejection port and magazine release to the left side. Cheers and stay safe!


See 1 more answer | 










	








Q: I purchased this version in black and the 20 round magazines have an extension that protrudes from the grip. Not a big deal and the extra rounds are welcomed but I want to purchase a magazine that fits flush so that the rifle will sling over the shoulder without the magazine pushing into my back. So, which 92 mag will do that, the 17 round or the 15 round? I think the 15 round is for the compact 92 pistol so the 17 seems to be the correct one but I would like to know before ordering. 







	
Answered 
	
Asked 02/16/2022 03:13  by 
Eric L







A: 


Eric, you want the 17 round magazine. Here's a link to one... https://www.budsgunshop.com/product_info.php/products_id/91525/beretta+jm909p17+92fs+magazine+17rd+9mm


See 2 more answers | 










	








Q: Just curious if this comes with plastic case and 20 round mags. Thanks. 







	
Answered 
	
Asked 10/24/2021 16:54  by 
kevin s







A: 


Yes. Comes with a hard case, one 20-rd mag (92FS), a cleaning kit, sight adjustment tool, a magazine loader, and a manual. I hope this helps!













	








Q: Does this have the rail that slides out under the barrel? 







	
Answered 
	
Asked 10/15/2021 19:29  by 
Mark K







A: 


It also sports a retractable Picatinny rail that extends from the fore-end, which allows users to mount tactical lighting devices and other accessories.


See 3 more answers | 










	








Q: Hello, is this legal in NJ? 







	
Answered 
	
Asked 10/08/2021 14:22  by 
Juan M







A: 


Juan, it is NJ compliant without the 20rd magazine. Ten round mags here >>> budsgunshop.com/product_info.php/products_id/77232/beretta+jm4px910p+px4+magazine+10rd+9mm+blued+steel


See 4 more answers | 










	








Q: Is this gun NY Legal?







	
Answered 
	
Asked 09/30/2021 10:23  by 
Robert G







A: 


No it is not legal in NY, NY bans semi-automatic rifles that can accept a detachable magazine, and has a pistol grip or thumbhole stock.
https://www.budsgunshop.com/feeds/state_reg/new_york_restrictions.pdf


See 3 more answers | 










	








Q: Do I need a magazine adapter for this gun? I’m confused as I can’t find a magazine that says it’s for this. Some help would be appreciated. 







	
Answered 
	
Asked 09/23/2021 23:07  by 
Charlie S







A: 


This takes berreta 92 series magazines only. No adapter needed and no adapters are available.
Full specs 
https://www.beretta.com/en-us/cx4-storm/
-------------------‐--------
Magazines available here
https://www.budsgunshop.com/search.php?q=Beretta+92+magazine&type=


See 2 more answers | 










	








Q: I am told the new CX4 has an improved trigger. Are these GEN2 models for sale? 







	
Answered 
	
Asked 09/05/2021 14:07  by 
Jerry S







A: 


yes it is the new guns 



See 3 more answers | 










	








Q: The image on buds page for this CX4 storm certainly appears to show a threaded barrel, but I cannot find a comparable model on the Beretta website. Is this barrel threaded or not?







	
Answered 
	
Asked 08/21/2021 18:59  by 
Micah F







A: 


Micah, no sir, this does not have a threaded barrel. Have a great day!


See 3 more answers | 










	








Q: 92 or px4 mags? 







	
Answered 
	
Asked 08/19/2021 21:16  by 
Jameson G







A: 


This model takes the Berreta 92 magazines 
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Out of Stock Products




Products marked OUT OF STOCK are currently unavailable for purchase.
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Receive Money Saving Offers




Enter your email address to receive our best deals and other store updates.

















Enter your phone number to opt-in to receiving our best deals via text*





 



*By subscribing to Buds text messaging on 82124, you agree to receive recurring autodialed marketing text msgs (e.g. cart reminders) to the mobile number used at opt-in. Consent is not a condition of purchase. 
Msg frequency may vary. Msg & data rates may apply. Reply HELP for help and STOP to cancel. See Terms and Conditions & Privacy Policy.






Subscribing to BudsGunShop.com emails indicates your consent to our Conditions of Use and Privacy Notice.
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Qualified Professionals Only







The manufacturer only allows us to sell this item to individuals they consider to be "Qualified Professionals".

Please click HERE to learn more about Qualified Professional discounts.


Are you a Qualified Professional? Click HERE to login or submit your credentials.
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat

Ask the Community
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